WORKSHOP 1: Providing seamless inter-modality as a gateway to 'sustainable suburbs' through cross-boundary partnerships in Antwerp, Belgium

13 Jul 2022, 9:30 – 13:00 CEST

Moderator: Jordi Bosch, Officer, Sustainable Mobility, ICLEI Europe

9:30: Opening session
9:40: Presentations

- Timothy Durant, Associate Director – International, Vectos, Germany (10’): Introducing the conceptual framework relating to three forms of partnership. City with: mobility providers; employers; property developers
- Annelies Heijns, City of Antwerp (20’): Partnerships in the city of Antwerp, focusing on the Marketplace, employers and MAAS

• Q&A (5’)
• SUMP-PLUS Follower Cities (up to 20’ max): Presentation from a follower city with an (inclusive) Maas offer in their city and/or with partnerships with property developers.

• Timothy Durant, Associate Director – International, Vectos, Germany (10’): Partnerships with property developers

• Q&A (5’)
10:50: Coffee break
11:00: Workshop on partnerships (Marijke De Roeck, City of Antwerp, Coordinator Sump-Plus)